Chapman
Freeborn OBC
The Global
On Board Courier
Specialists

On hand,

in hand,

A sample timeline
London to Riyadh

05.55
OBC enquiry received
by Chapman Freeborn

06.07
Timeframe and cost
provided to client

by hand.

06.20
Client confirms

07.14
OBC collects shipment
in Central London

07.45
OBC arrives at Airport

08.55
Aircraft departs

15.05
Aircraft arrives

15.39
OBC leaves airport

17.16
Shipment delivered to
recipient in Riyadh –
POD advised to client

Experience the benefits
of Chapman Freeborn OBC

From your desk to the
recipient, it’s in our hands

A swift and secure
transport solution

For when you need a professional on board
courier for your most important shipments

Our OBC team is available to you via
telephone and email around the clock –
keeping you involved every step of the way

Chapman Freeborn OBC offers door-to-door,
hand-carry services for time-critical shipments

There are many advantages to using the
extensive global network of Chapman
Freeborn’s OBC service. You have direct
access to the OBC team at any time as
we don’t work through a call centre. We
take care of all organisational procedures,
such as immigration requirements and
booking additional modes of transport.

Traditional express service providers
transfer your shipment through many
hands, often leading to miscommunication,
error and loss. With Chapman Freeborn
OBC, your dedicated courier accompanies
your shipment from pick up to delivery
straight to the recipient. Our fully insured,
trained couriers are strategically located
throughout the world and many of them
have passports and visas for countries that
are traditionally very difficult to access.

For a no-obligation quote
or further information,
please call us on
+44 (0)1293 572 872
email us at obcenquiry@
chapman-freeborn.com

Whether it is one envelope or 30 boxes
the collection and delivery of your
goods is carried out by fully trained
and dedicated couriers, with reduced
border delays and ongoing status reports
with immediate notification on delivery.

Our fully
insured, trained
couriers are
strategically
located
throughout
the world.

Leading brands and suppliers in
the automotive, financial, energy,
pharmaceutical, medical and fashion
sectors rely on us on a daily basis with
their time-critical spare parts, samples,
prototypes and important documents.
Our team manages all the details, from
flight bookings to entry requirements and
customs regulations, anywhere in the
world. We’re available 24.7.365, to provide
any assistance you may require, and we
provide the maximum level of security for
your urgent shipments.

What’s more, you can track the progress
of your shipment at any time by using our
online tracking system.

Established in 1973, Chapman Freeborn is
the world’s leading aircraft charter broker
and aviation support company.
We have four decades of experience in
providing specialised air charter solutions
for time-critical shipments and all types
of passenger and cargo movements. With
more than 30 offices strategically located
across six continents, our global coverage
is unparalleled.

On hand any time, call +44 (0)1293 572 872

Visit www.onboardcourier.com

On hand any time, call +44 (0)1293 572 872

Visit www.onboardcourier.com

On hand any time, call +44 (0)1293 572 872

In addition to OBC services, we offer
a comprehensive range of air charter
solutions, including:
Executive, government and
VIP passenger air charters
Group air charters for meetings,
conferences, product launches,
sports teams and more
Cargo charter solutions,
including heavy, project cargo
and dangerous goods
Emergency evacuation
and repatriation
Aircraft leasing, aviation support
and ACMI sub-charter
Specialised services such as
AOG solutions, offshore and
marine salvage.

Visit www.onboardcourier.com

Global
coverage

Canada

Europe:
Belgium
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Denmark
Germany
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Romania
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South Africa
3 City Place
Beehive Ring Road
Gatwick
West Sussex
RH6 0PA
United Kingdom

Telephone
+44 (0)1293 572 872
Fax
+44 (0)1293 572 873
E-Mail
obcenquiry@
chapman-freeborn.com

On hand any time, call +44 (0)1293 572 872

Visit www.onboardcourier.com

